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U.S. Small-Size
S5 Mules

ABSTRACT

Mules in the $5 denomination offer the sophisticated U.S.
small-size note specialist the most challenging of all the mule
varieties to collect. There are two major groups of $5 mules,
ordinary mules that were produced during the micro to macro
transition period and extraordinary mules that were produced
from two unusual micro back plates-629 and 637.

Ordinary $5 silver certificate (SC) and legal tender (LT) back
and face mule production spanned the period January 10, 1938
to February 14, 1940. Ordinary Federal Reserve note (FRN)
mule production took place between July 31, 1941 and Janu-
ary 23, 1946. The delay in the FRN printings resulted because
there was no $5 FRN production between May 19, 1937 and
July 11, 1941.

The extraordinary $5 mule printings from micro back 637
occurred between June 23, 1945 and June 15, 1949; whereas
those involving 629 lasted only from November 17, 1947 to
February 2, 1948. The 637 and 629 printings involved SC, LT
and FRN production. When micro back 637 finally was taken
out of service in 1949 more than eleven years had elapsed since
introduction of the macro size plate numbers.

MULES

HE classical definition of a mule is a note that has a
mirco-size plate number on one side and a macro-size
plate number on the other. Micro numbers measure

0.6 mm high whereas the macro numbers are 1 mm high. (See
Figure 1.)

The first macro plate to go to press was the number 1 Series
of 1935A $1 silver certificate face on January 6, 1938. The first
$1 macro back, plate 930, went to press three weeks later on
January 28. Consequently, the first of the 1935A faces were
mated with micro backs, producing mules. The first $5 macro
face plates went to press on January 10, 1938. These were Se-
ries of 1934A SC plates 562, 563 and 564, and production
from them was mated with micro backs resulting in the first
$5 mules of any type.

The $1 1935A SC sheets were competing with $5 1934A
SCs for the distinction of being the first mules to be serial num-
bered. The $5s won. The first mule to be numbered was a $5
1934A SC bearing D50352001A on January 25, 1938. The first
$1 1935A SC mule, M07668001 A, was numbered the next day.
The first muled star note was printed two days later on Janu-
ary 28, a $1 1935A with serial *17076001A.

Macro plates for the other classes and denominations gradu-
ally came on line in succeeding months. Often they were placed
on the presses side by side with micros. Figures 2 and 3 illus-
trate, and Tables 1 and 2 document, the overlapping usage of
plates. Mules flowed for the next 15 years as Bureau of Engrav-
ing and Printing employees used up stocks of serviceable 12-
subject micro plates. Mules ceased in 1953 when the last of
the 12-subject $50 and $100 micro backs used to print Fed-
eral Reserve Notes were finally phased out following full con-
version to 18-subject presses.

To understand mule production, it is important to know
the rudiments of the printing process. The backs were printed
first, then the faces, and finally the seals and serial numbers.
The flat bed presses then in use for back and face production
normally carried four 12-subject plates. However, fewer plates
could be on a press, even just one.

The plates circulated around the bed of the press and pro-
duced a stream of sheets in which the plate numbers cycled
through the plates present. Both micro and macro plates were
commonly mixed on a given press. This was occurring on both

T

Figure 1. Comparison between micro, intermediate, and macro size plate numbers.     

the back and face presses during the height of the mule era so
as many as four varieties were being printed at once.

The 12-subject sheets were cut in half down the middle be-
fore the seals and serials were applied. Next the seals and seri-
als were printed with numbering advancing consecutively
from top to bottom on the six subjects in the half sheets.
The notes were then cut apart and stacked in numerical order.       
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Figure 2. Graph showing the periods of use and overlaps between the serial number block letters, series, varieties, and various design elements on $5
1928 series legal tender notes and 1934 series silver certificates. The serial number block letters are the bold pairs of letters above the bold horizontal
bars.
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Figure 3. Graph showing the periods of use and overlaps between the serial number block letters, series, varieties, and various design elements
on $5 1934 series Federal Reserve notes for each of the twelve districts. The large letters to the left of the columns denote the twelve districts. The
bold pairs of letters between the horizontal arrows are the serial number letter blocks. 34Y refers to Series of 1934 notes with yellow-green seals.



Table 1. Intervals during which $5 1934 series silver certificate and 1928 series legal
tender faces were printed, and the low and high face plate numbers used .
Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (undated).

Plate Numbers

Series 	 First Use
Low 	 High

Last Use 	 Used 	 Used

G71154383 A
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$5 Silver Certificates
1934 Jun 16, 1934 Sep 	 16, 1938
1934A Jan 10, 1938 Jun 	 21, 1946
1934B Jan 23, 1946 Feb 	 26, 1947
1934C Oct 29, 1946 Mar	 13, 1950
1934D 	 Oct

$5 Legal Tender Notes

17, 1949 Sep	 11, 1953

1928 May 1, 1929 Nov 23, 1933
1928A Oct 24, 1932 Nov 23, 1933
1928B Apr 16, 1934 May 23, 1939
1928C Aug 2, 1938 May 27, 1946
1928D Feb 27, 1946 Sep	 26, 1946
1928E Sep 12, 1946 May 	 1, 1950
1928F Mar 13, 1950 Feb 	 26, 1953

Consequently, if you have several consecutive notes, you will
find that the plate letters will rotate through the half sheets,
either A, B, C, D, E, F and back to A, or G, H, I, J, K, L and back
to G.

In addition, the plate numbers on the notes will also cycle
through the different plates on the press as you come to the F
to A, or L to G pairs. If a mix of micro and macro plates was on
the press, such as $5 SC 1934 and 1934A faces, forward and
reverse changeover pairs will be present which are, respectively,
consecutively serial numbered notes that alternate from 1934
to 1934A, or 1934A to 1934.

$5 MULES

By far, the most interesting mules involved the three $5 classes.
The $5 mule era spanned almost eleven and a half years, from
the first use of $5 SC 1934A macro face 562 on January 10,
1938, until the last use of micro back 637 on June 15, 1949.

There are two distinct groups of $5 mules: (1) ordinary mules
that were produced during the micro to macro transition pe-
riod, and (2) what can only be called extraordinary mules that
were produced from maverick micro back plates 629 and 637.
Back plates 629 and 637 were sent to press in the late 1940s,
long after the other $5 micro backs had worn out.

Plenty of ordinary $5 mule varieties were produced during
the micro to macro transition period. The production of $5 LT
and SC mules followed a pattern typical of the other denomi-
nations. Specifically, there was intermixing of micro and macro
faces and backs for a reasonably short period until the last of
the micro plates wore out (Table 3). For example, concurrent
usage of Julian-Morganthau LT micro 1928B and macro 1928C
faces occurred for just a little over nine months between Au-
gust 2, 1938 and May 23, 1939. Similarly, usage of $5 SC mi-
cro 1934 and macro 1934A faces overlapped from January 10
to September 16, 1938, a period of eight months.

Micro and macro $5 backs served side-by-side for just un-
der two years, from March 16, 1938 until February 14, 1940.
Faces, seals and serial numbers were printed on the last ordi-
nary micro back sheets in mid-1940. They became the last of

1934A GA block mules, and the
SC Series of 1934A HA block
mules. The silver certificate 1934A
GA and HA mules are rare. (See
Figure 4.)

Federal Reserve mule produc-
tion was complicated by two fac-
tors. First, no $5 FRNs were
printed between May 19, 1937,
and July 11, 1941, which elimi-
nated the possibility for any yel-
low-green seal Series of 1934 and
1934A mules. Second, when FRN
production for the various dis-
tricts resumed in 1941 and 1942,
many micro face plates were still
serviceable and were used
through 1946, to produce large
quantities of ordinary Series of
1934 blue-green seal mules. How-
ever, all the regular micro backs
were gone by then, so no ordinary
FRN Series of 1934A mules were
possible. Even without micro
back mules, ordinary FRN mule

production from the micro Series of 1934 face plates outlasted
that of the ordinary SCs and LTs by six years.

Table 4 lists the rich trove of ordinary $5 mule blocks that
was made. However, this list is not the whole story.

The big surprise came on November 10, 1944 when an an-
cient $5 electrolytic master basso bearing number 637 dating
from 1935 was completed as a production back plate. It first
went to press on June 23, 1945, and was used rather continu-
ously until June 15, 1949. In the meantime, a second ancient
back plate-629-was discovered which had already been
completed but never used. It was used for only one press run

Table 3. Dates when the last ordinary micro and first or-
dinary macro $5 plates were used.

Type

Faces

Last Micro Type First Macro

SC 	 1934 Sep 16, 1938 SC	 1934A Jan 10, 1938
LT 	 1928B May 23, 1939 LT 	 1928C Aug 2, 1938
FRN 1934 Jan 23, 1946 FRN 1934A Jul 31, 1941

Backs
micro Feb 14, 1940 macro Mar 16, 1938

Figure 4. Rare $5 silver certificate Series of 1934A GA block mule printed
from micro back plate 905, the last ordinary micro back plate in production.
Micro back 905 left the press on February 14, 1940. This note was num-
bered in 1940.
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Table 4. List of reported ordinary $5 mule blocks. See
Table 9 for the mules from $5 back plates 629 and
637.

Series 	 Blocks

Silver Certificates:
1934	 EA
1934A	 DA, EA, FA, GA, HA, *A

Legal Tender Notes:
1928B	 EA, *A
1928C	 EA, FA, *A

Federal Reserve Notes:
1934	 AA, A*

BA, BB, B*
CA, C*
DA, D*
EA, E*
FA, F*
GA, G*
HA, Fl*
IA,	 l*
IA,	 J*
KA, K*
LA, L*, LA Hawaii, L* Hawaii
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Year 	 First $5 LT 	 First $5 SC

A0000000 1A
A69168001A
B19700001A
B8098400 1 A
C36088001A
C98788001A
D23208001A
D39780001A
D77892001A
E16604001A
E60848001A
F00868001A
F29488001A
F63448001A
F9704800 1 A
G0904800 1 A
G28068001A
G47568001A
G69648001A
H04628001A
H33368001A
H64028001A
101408001A
136268001A

A00000001A
A67884001A
B10388001A
C20680001A
D39384001A
E92888001A
G50004001A
I-190092001A
141304001A
K53984001A
K5998400 1 A
K65984001A
K84284001A
L53044001A
M89064001A
P11464001A
Q41460001A
R80660001A
S99304001A

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

Table 6. Plate record for $5 silver certificate Series of 1934A late-finished
macro face plate 307. Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing
(undated) .

Begun: Apr 6, 1936

Finished:

Press runs:

Jul 3, 1942

Reentered Certified

Jul 9, 1942 - 	 Jul 28, 1942 Jul 	 29, 1942 Aug 19, 1942
Aug 27, 1942 - Sep 10, 1942
Sep 15, 1942 - Sep 23, 1942 Sep 24, 1942 Oct 19, 1942
Nov 11, 1942 - Dec 1, 1942
Dec 3, 1942 - Dec 4, 1942
Dec 9, 1942 - Dec 23, 1942
May 12, 1943 -	 Jun 3, 1943 Jun 	 4, 1943

Canceled: Jun 19, 1943
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Table 5. First serial number printed during each year be-
tween 1928 and 1952 for the $5 1934 series sil-
ver certificate and 1928 series legal tender notes.
Data from Bureau of Engraving and Printing (1952).

Table 7. Highest serials on the $5 Federal Reserve Series
of 1934 yellow-green seal notes. Data from Bureau
of Engraving and Printing (1952).

District Last Serial

Boston A06 000 000A
New York B14 832 000A
Philadelphia CO6 720 000A
Cleveland D05 400 000A
Richmond E04 992 000A
Atlanta F12 000 000A
Chicago G09 732 000A
St. Louis H10 368 000A
Minneapolis 104 920 000A
Kansas City J03 000 000A
Dallas K08 352 000A
San Francisco L12 396 000A

Macro plates, both backs and faces, were being used prior to
the Federal Reserve seal color change so both Series of 1934
and 1934A yellow-green seal mules exist in the $10 and higher
denominations. However, no $5 yellow-green seal mules of
any type were made because no $5 FRNs were printed between
May 19, 1937 and July 11, 1941. (See Table 2.)

Series of 1934 $5 FRN yellow-green seals mules with macro
backs were precluded because macro back plates first went to
press on March 16, 1938, after yellow-green seal production
had ceased. Similarly, no Series of 1934A yellow-green seals
with micro backs were made because the first Series of 1934A
face plates went to press on July 31, 1941, long after the yel-
low-green seal era.

interspersed regular blue and yellow seal printings. Adding to
the chase are numerous possibilities for changeover pairs be-
tween the 1934A and B printings, 307 face plate varieties, and
micro back 637. The quest is endless.

FRN YELLOW-GREEN AND BLUE-GREEN SEALS

There are two major seal color varieties on the Series of 1934
FRNs. The earlier carry vivid yellow-green seals, whereas the
latter have pale blue-green seals of which various shades exist.
The change from yellow-green to blue-green took place in 1938,
probably in the late fall. The highest serial numbers found
on the $5 Series of 1934 FRN yellow-green seals are listed in
Table 7.

STOCKPILED INCOMPLETE FRN SERIES OF
1934 SHEETS

The backs on the early Series of 1934 FRNs, and other classes
of currency of similar vintage, were printed using a very dis-
tinctive soft-appearing yellow-green ink. This ink was succeeded
by a dark blue-green ink. The change in ink for all denomina-
tions occurred between the beginning of the $1 SC Series of
1935A KB block and the end of the LB block, respectively se-
rial numbered between November 5, 1940 and February 25,
1941. No $5 FRNs were being printed during this period, yet
the old yellow-green $5 backs add significantly to this story.

The fact is, $5 yellow-green micro backs are found mated
with FRN Series of 1934 faces that were serial numbered in

1941 and 1942. These notes comprise the
very scarce non-mule blue-green seal and
non-mule Hawaii Series of 1934 printings.
Their existence proves that they were be-
ing produced from a stockpile of old $5
sheets.

Two questions arise. (1) Did the sheets
carry only back impressions? (2) If so, did
any end up being muled with Series of
1934A FRN faces which began to be used
in 1941 and 1942, or with SC and LT print-
ings after regular micro back production
ceased in 1940?

The answer to the first question is no.
The stockpiled sheets also bore Series of
1934 FRN faces. The notes that have been
observed from the stockpile were printed
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Figure 5. Certified proof of $5 micro back 629, the last old gauge $5 plate made. Old gauge means that the vertical separation between the
subjects on this plate are slightly less than on those that followed, including 637. Also notice the difference in the placement of the guide lines in
the margins as compared to those on 637. The plate approval date stamped on the lower margin is December 29, 1933. (Smithsonian Institution
photo 85-24.)

from back plates in use between 1935 and 1937, and those
plates were canceled by the end of 1937. More telling is the
fact that some of the faces were printed from plates that were
also canceled in 1936 and 1937. Obviously the stockpile con-
sisted of sheets of Series of 1934 FRNs that were complete ex-

cept for the seals and serial numbers. Such stocks existed for
most, if not all, of the federal reserve districts.

Because the stockpiled sheets had faces, no faces could be
added. Consequently no FRN Series of 1934A mules or 1941-
2 vintage SC or LT mules could be made from them. Thus the
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Figure 6. Certified proof of .55 micro back 637. The plate approval date stamped on the lower margin is November 10, 1944, when the plate
was finally finished as a printing plate. It was begun on January 24, 1935 as a new gauge electrolytic master basso to be used to make altos
which, in turn, were used to make other production plates. (Smithsonian Institution photo 85-23.)

answer to the second question is also no. The following dis-
cussion will illuminate the issue.

The preprinted 1935-7 vintage sheets were serial numbered
in 1941 and 1942 when $5 FRN production resumed for the

various districts. The result was Series of 1934 blue-green seal
yellow-green back non-mules, and the Hawaii brown-seal yel-
low-green back non-mules. Production of these oddities was
then followed by newly printed sheets of Series of 1934 mules
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with blue-green macro backs. The latter were made in large
quantities, the last being for Richmond in 1946.

The emergency $5 Hawaii printings illustrate what hap-
pened. The first Hawaii $5 printing began on June 6, 1942,
and a million notes were delivered to the U.S. Treasurer on
June 8, followed by another consecutive 1,600,000 notes on
July 15 (Simek and Medcalf, 1991). The available stockpiled
1935-7 vintage San Francisco sheets were sent directly to the
serial numbering presses to kick off these production runs. The
result was the scarce Series of 1934 non-mule yellow-green
backs. The first $5 Hawaii bore serial L12396001A, a Series of
1934 non-mule which was the first San Francisco $5 printed
since 1937.

However, the stockpile of Series of 1934 San Francisco sheets
was insufficient to meet the demand. Consequently, 28 Series
of 1934 San Francisco face plates also were rushed to press on
June 6, and their impressions were mated with contemporary
blue-green macro backs. These muled Series of 1934 sheets
followed the old stockpile sheets to the numbering presses to
complete the deliveries made on June 8th.

The stockpiled San Francisco sheets were depleted before
the first million $5 Hawaii notes were printed, so none were
available when blue-seal production resumed. Consequently,
no San Francisco $5 Series of 1934 non-mule blue-green seal
yellow-green backs were made. The first Series of 1934 San
Francisco blue-green seal—serial L14996001A—was a mule
for which all three printings were of 1942 vintage.

The last sheets remaining in the stockpile appear to have
been those for the Minneapolis district. These began to be
numbered in the late October 1942 time frame, and the stock-
pile was finally depleted.

Although the presence of the stockpile prolonged the use of
micro backs into 1942, it clearly did not result in mule pro-
duction. The sheets all had micro Series of 1934 FRN faces.
Thus no FRN Series of 1934A blue-green seal yellow-green back
mules were printed, even though 1934A New York faces were
on the presses as early as July 31, 1941. This is unfortunate
because such a 1934A mule would have had a blue-green seal
and a yellow-green back. It would have been a distinct mule
type in itself.

Obviously, the stockpile could not provide feed stock for
the SC or LT printings because the sheets already had Series of
1934 FRN faces. Consequently, combinations such as $5 SC
Series of 1934A IA and JA block mules were not made.

MICRO BACK 637
Probably the most interesting $5 back plate ever made was
micro plate 637. It was begun on January 24, 1935, as a new
gauge electrolytic master basso (Frey, 1986). The term "new
gauge" refers to plates where the vertical separation between
the subjects was increased slightly in order to produce wider
margins to improve the registration of the faces on the backs.
(See Figures 5 and 6.) The first new gauge $5 back was plate
630, which was finished on January 31, 1935. "Electrolytic
basso" denotes a plate made by electrolytic deposition of nickel
on an alto (Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 1962). An "alto"
is a reverse image of a master plate, also made by electro-depo-
sition, whereon the intaglio image from the master is repro-
duced in relief. "Master" basso means that 637 was used to
produce other altos by electro-deposition, which in turn were
used to make regular electro-deposition production plates.

Plate 637 was begun on January 24, 1935, during the micro
era. It was completed as a regular printing plate on November

10, 1944, long after its service as a master basso. Its conver-
sion into a printing plate undoubtedly was an economy mea-
sure. It bore micro plate numbers but when they were added is
unknown. No other $5 micro backs were in use then, the last
having left the presses in 1940.

Micro back 637 was placed in service in June 1945 and be-
gan to produce strange and wonderful mules. As shown in
Table 8, this remarkable plate saw almost continuous service
from June 23, 1945 until June 15, 1949. Impressions from it
found themselves mated with a huge assortment of faces in
the silver certificate, legal tender and Federal Reserve series.
An incredibly long list of possible and known matings appears
in Table 9.

Micro back 637 produced $5 FRN mules in the 1934A,
1934B and 1934C series. All are rare, as shown in Table 10.
The $5 Series of 1934A FRN mule ranks as the rarest mule
type in any series or denomination. Only four have been dis-
covered to date—two from New York in the BB block, one
from Philadelphia, and one star from San Francisco.

MICRO BACK 629
Micro back 629 was completed normally on December 29,
1933. It happened to be the last old gauge $5 back plate—one
with the more closely spaced subjects—so it was set aside and
saved in unused condition (Frey, 1986). It sat around for 14
years. Someone resurrected it in 1947, probably as another
economy measure. It was sent to press on November 17th and
its first and only press hitch lasted just two and a half months.
Next it was reentered to prolong its life; however, it was never
recertified for use. The narrow spacing between the subjects
caused centering problems which proved to be a nuisance when
mated with the new gauge faces then in use. It was withdrawn
from service and canceled. Notice from Table 8 that its short
stint in service coincided with one brief period when 637 was
not in use.

Mules from 629 are rare, owing to its short service. Impres-
sions from it can be found mated with $5 Series of 1928E
legal tender, 1934C silver certificate, and very rarely 1934C
Federal Reserve faces. Three 629 1934C FRNs are now known.
(See Table 10.) Remarkably, the two from New York are within
100 serial numbers of each other, despite the fact that they
parted company 50 years ago, and circulated widely until each
was worn to a grade of very good.

NOTABLE RECENT 637 MULE DISCOVERIES
The most significant 637 micro back mule to turn up recently
is a $5 SC Series of 1934A star note, serial *11747571A, face
plate 11765, in vf+ that was discovered by David Klein, and
later sold to David Koble at the February 1996 Chicago show.
(See Figure 7.) The serial number on this previously unreported
637 block is currently the highest known on a 1934A star, and
is well within the range for reported 1934B star notes. Face
1765 was the last 1934A $5 SC made and was used from Sep-
tember 28, 1945 to May 22, 1946. It was the second to last
1934A plate to leave the presses; plate 1734 lasting until June
21, 1946. This interesting star note was printed in 1946, after
1934B production had commenced.

Logan Talks located $5 LT Series of 1928C L485/637
G45604674A in f-vf in the fall of 1994 (Figure 8). This mule,
printed in 1945, is rare and appears to be an underrated variety.

I found a new 637 $5 FRN Series of 1934C block at a small
coin show in Denver in April 1996, specifically C95791219A
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Table 8. Plate records for $5 micro back plates 629 and 637. Data from Bureau of Engraving and
Printing (undated).

Plate 629

Begun:

Finished:

Press Run:

Dec 6, 1933

Dec 29, 1933

Reentereda Certified
Nov 17, 1947 - Feb 2, 1948 Feb 	 3, 1948

Canceled: Feb 17, 1948

Plate 637

Begun: Jan 24, 1935

Finished: Nov 10, 1944

Press Runs: Reentered Certified
Jun 23, 1945 - Sep 24, 1945 Sep	 25, 1945 Nov 28, 1945
Nov 30, 1945 - Jan 23, 1946
Feb 8, 1946 - Mar 7, 1946
Mar 12, 1946 - Jun 11, 1946
Jun 17, 1946 - Jul 22, 1946 Jul 23, 	 1946 Aug 19, 1946
Aug 23, 1946 - Oct 17, 1946
Oct 21, 1946 - Nov 1, 1946 Nov 	 4, 1946 Nov 20, 1946
Nov 26, 1946 - Feb 13, 1947 Feb	 14, 1947 Feb 27, 1947
Feb 28, 1947 - Jul 17, 1947 Jul 	 18, 1947 Aug 4, 1947
Aug 19, 1947 - Nov 12, 1947
Feb 13, 1948 - Sep 24, 1948 Sep 	 27, 1948 Oct 7, 1948
Oct 19, 1949 - Mar 8, 1949 Mar 	 9, 1949 Apr 5, 1949
Apr 8, 1949 - Jun 15, 1949

Canceled: Jun 16, 1949

a. Reentered means the design is repressed into the plate from a roll to sharpen details that show wear.

Figure 7. Only reported $5 silver certificate Series of 1934A star note
mule with a 637 micro back. The serial is the highest reported for any Series
of 1934A star note and was printed in 1946. (Photo courtesy of David
Koble.)

Figure 8. Rare $5 legal tender Series of 1928C 637 micro back mule
printed in 1945. (Photo courtesy of Logan Talks.)

Figure 9. A newly discovered serial block letter combination, CA, on a $5
Federal Reserve Series of 1934C micro back 637 mule. This note was printed
in 1949, late in the life of the plate.

A138/637 which grades almost uncirculated (Figure 9). One
other Philadelphia 1934C mule is known, it being from the
CB block with serial C00036000B. Both were serial numbered
in 1949, so they were among the last produced from this pro-
digious back plate before it was canceled on June 16th.

Obviously rare mules are still out there waiting to be dis-
covered, provided you are willing to turn over otherwise com-
mon notes and look at the back plate numbers!

AN AS YET UNDISCOVERED $5 637 FRN VARIETY
One variety with back plate 637 that has never been reported
is a $5 FRN Series of 1934 non-mule. As shown in Figure 3,
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Table 9. Possible and reported $5 varieties from micro back plates 629 and 637.
Underlined blocks have been observed .

Plate	 Class	 Series	 Dist. 	 Type 	 Serial Blocks
629	 SC 	 1934C 	 mule 	 MA, NA *A

LT	 1928E	 mule 	 HA *A
FRN	 1934C 	 A	 mule 	 AA, At

B mule 	 BC B*
C	 mule 	 CA, C*
D mule 	 DA, D*
E mule 	 EA, E*
F	 mule	 FA, F*
G mule	 GB, G*
H mule 	 HA, H*
I	 mule	 IA, 	 I*
J 	 mule 	 JA, 	 J*
K mule 	 KA, K*
L mule 	 LA, L*

637	 SC 	 1934A 	 mule 	 KA LA. *A
1934B 	 mule 	 KA LA *A
1934C 	 mule 	 LA, MA, NA, PA, *A

LT	 1928C 	 mule 	 GA, *A
1928D 	 mule 	 GA, *A
1928E 	 mule 	 GA, HA *A

FRN 	 1934	 A	 non-mule 	 AA, At
B non-mule 	 BB, B*
C	 non-mule 	 CA, C*
D non-mule 	 DA, D*
E non-mule 	 EA, E*
F 	 non-mule 	 FA, F*
H non-mule 	 HA, Fl* 	 I have written a dozen articles about
J	 non-mule	 JA, J* 	 mules since 1967. I thought I had

FRN	 1934A 	 A 	 mule 	 AA, At 	 written the last word on the topic
B mule3, B*	 after completing the first couple of
C	 mule 	 CA C* 	 those articles. However, just about
D mule 	 DA, D*	 every time I went to Washington, I
E mule 	 EA, E* 	 seemed to stumble across new data
F	 mule 	 FA, F* 	 in one or another of the archives, or
G mule 	 GA, GB, G* 	 someone showed me another new
H mule	 HA, H*	 variety at some coin show, either of
L	 mule	 LA, LB, L* 	 which made earlier conclusions ob-

FRN	 1934B 	 A	 mule 	 AA At 	 solete. The latter is a face-saving, tact-
B mule 	 BB B* ful way of saying wrong. New
B 212 	 mule 	 BB, B* discoveries still continue to provideC	 mule 	 CA, C* great surprises and new insights.D mule 	 DA D*

I have made every attempt here toE	 mule 	 EA, E*
provide you with the latest, most ac-F	 mule 	 FA, F*

G mule 	 GB, G*	 curate information on the $5 mules.
H mule 	 HA H* 	 If you read a statement or conclusion
I	 mule 	 IA	 I*	 in one of my earlier articles that is at
J	 mule 	 IA, J*	 variance with what is presented here,
L mule 	 LA, LB, L* 	 or you find a discrepancy or a differ-

FRN	 1934C 	 A	 mule 	 AA, At	 ent date than appears here, rely on
B mule 	 BB, BC, B*	 this article. That is, trust this mate-
C	 mule 	 CA, CB, C* 	 rial until we get to digest some new
D mule 	 DA, D* 	 discovery or we find some obscure
E mule 	 EA, E* 	 document in a government archive
F	 mule 	 FA, F*	 that will yield yet another wrinkle!
G mule 	 GB G*
H mule 	 HA H*
I	 mule 	 a I*
J 	 mule 	 LA, j*
K mule 	 KA, K*
L mule 	 LB, L*

this variety is possible from 1945-6
printings for several districts. If
found, they will have blue-green seals
and blue-green backs. They will rep-
resent a distinct type because of the
blue-green backs. In contrast, the
blue-green seal Series of 1934 non-
mules of 1941-2 vintage made from
the stockpiled sheets have yellow-
green backs.

A REMOTELY POSSIBLE $5
FRN MULE

New York $5 FRN Series of 1934B
face plate 212 bears a very distinc-
tive intermediate size plate number
that is midway in size between a mi-
cro and macro. (See Figure 1.) This
plate was used between November
7, 1945 and November 14, 1946
(Table 11), a period that was entirely
overlapped by the usage of $5 micro
back plate 637. Thus it is possible
that a 212/637 could exist. None
have been reported. Such a find
would marry two unusual varieties.

NEVER ENDING QUEST

629 AND 637 CENSUS

I am working with Logan Talks, 4108
Elmhurst Rd., Toledo, OH 43613
(419-474-4549) to assemble a census
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Table 10. Reported $5 Federal Reserve Series of 1934A, B
and C mules.

Serial Plates Grade

Series of 1934A
B63063567B C160 637 AU
B69708310B D159 637 VF
C69052070A H80 637 G
L01212949* A90 637 XF

Series of 1934B
A54375901A A96 637 VF
B94584878B B211 637 F
B94911759B 637 ?
D60641001A C49 637 F
G21370363B G167 637 CU
H54567383A K95 637 CU
H54567384A L95 637 CU
I18105713A 637 F
L01597562B B166 637 VG
L02967122B H149 637 CU
L01359866* 637 CU
L01359867* 637 CU

Series of 1934C
A54870831A C127 637 F
B22594851C 1257 629 VG
B22594947C 1255 629 VG
B42196541C E263 637 VG
B45409229C E257 637 AU
C95791219A A138 637 AU
C00036000B F135 637 CU
D76605379A G71 637 VF+
D77184218A B71 637 AU
G31475153B E216 637 VG
G45417717B 1219 629 VG
G61015789B 637 VG
G64633087B 229 637 ?
H70831511A
120058699A 141 637 F
J31266251A 637 VG

serial number, face plate letter and number, back plate number,
and grade.
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